A Step by Step PEACE Chair
Materials in this chair:
On this chair I have used mostly materials
that would be available to children and
would be house or classroom friendly.
1. Gesso (It is like a primer coat of paint
artists use to prime a painting surface) It
can be purchased at any Hobby Lobby,
Michaels or any art supply store. An adult
should prime a chair as it requires several
coats depending on the chair, can be messy
and gesso is not something you want
spilled or wasted.
2. Cheap markers work the best. I like the
ones with a decent point.
3. Crayons. I was not as happy with Crayola
brand crayon on gesso and used Caran
D’ache water soluble and smeared it with
my fingers. They are wonderful crayons
and great for face painting however a bit
expensive.
4.Sharpie fine tip marker for writing PEACE
quotes.
5. Red paint is just house paint to finish off
the chair.
6.Pencil is very nice on gesso.
7. Glitter glue is fun. finishing touch but
should be done at the end of the day so the
glue can dry as it takes awhile.
8. Clear NON YELLOWING varnish for the
finished chair. I like Design Master
DresdenClear Glaze - Clear Gloss Finish. I
got it at Michaels.
9.Chalkboard Paint
10. Iridescent Bright Gold Acrylic Paint for
accenting

Peace Chair #4
Project:
“Sit in PEACE”

STEP 1. Find an old chair. I find them on the side
of the road all the time. Garage sales are a great
place too to find one. Lots of people have old
chairs they would be happy to give away.
STEP 2. Gesso the chair so it is a nice surface to
work on.
STEP 3. The blue center above is CRAYOLA
CRAYON. The gray on the left is pencil. You can
lightly draw with pencil first then go over it with a
sharpie. I like fine point black sharpie. I would
recommend letting the gesso dry for a few days
before you work on it as the sharpies will clog up
and not work well. The bright colors on the spokes
are the Caran D’ache crayons.
Have fun!
Experiment!
My children painted chairs all summer in their
childhood. I would put down a big tarp and get a
red, a blue, a yellow and a white and they could
mix the colors and make green, pink, purple etc.
from just those basics.

Chair edges are a nice place for
PEACE QUOTES!

CLASSROOM TIP: I recommend defining different areas for each student to do art and add a quote.
See the divisions below:

I like to try to memorize different quotes and
chalkboard chairs are nice for learning specific
quotes.
Step 4. Finishing touches: Paint gold if you
choose or and “paint” . Spray multiple coats of
clear coat gloss when finished.

Step 5. PLEASE email me a photo! What you
create will inspire others!!!

“Sit in Peace”

Let’s start the
Project
whalperin@gmail.com or dcir.office
@gmail.com and we will put your chair on
the website!
Visit : drawingchildrenintopeace.com

